EXTENSION TO APPLICATION SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Candidates interested in the Prequalification Notices mentioned below are informed that the deadlines for submission and opening of Applications are modified as follows:

- **Submission**: Monday, November 18th, 2019, before 11:00 AM, local hour (Abuja - GMT+1);
- **Opening**: Monday, November 18th, 2019, at 11:30 AM, local hour (Abuja - GMT+1).

These notices are:

- PQ/EPC-TL/WAPP-NC/WB # 01: Construction of 330 kV transmission line Birnin Kebbi - Nigeria/Niger border (62 km);
- PQ/EPC-TL/WAPP-NC/WB # 02: Turnkey construction (EPC) of 330 kV high voltage power transmission lines in Benin, Burkina Faso and Niger;
- PQ/EPC-SS/WAPP-NC/WB # 03: Turnkey construction (EPC) of the construction works for the HV substations and extension of the dispatching centre in Niger and Benin;
- PQ/EPC-SS/WAPP-NC/AFD#06: Turnkey construction (EPC) of the 225/132/33 kV transformer substation in Ouaga-Sud-Est.

The other information relating to the Prequalification Notices remain unchanged. Late applications might be rejected.

For any request, please contact:

**WAPP NORTH CORE PROJECT**
Plot No 1285 Wiki Springs Street, Maitama, Abuja, Federal Republic of Nigeria
procurement@wappnorthcore.org, copy to info@wappnorthcore.org